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Abstract— The NSTX High-k Scattering Diagnostic measures 
small-scale density fluctuations by the heterodyne detection of 
waves scattered from a millimeter wave probe beam at 280 GHz and 
λ=1.07 mm.  To enable this measurement, major alterations were 
made to the NSTX vacuum vessel and Neutral Beam armor.  Close 
collaboration between the PPPL physics and engineering staff 
resulted in a flexible system with steerable launch and detection 
optics that can position the scattering volume either near the 
magnetic axis (ρ ≈ .1) or near the edge (ρ ≈ .8).  150 feet of 
carefully aligned corrugated waveguide was installed for injection 
of the probe beam and collection of the scattered signal in to the 
detection electronics.   
I. INTRODUCTION  
The goal of the mechanical engineering effort for the 
High-k Scattering diagnostic was to provide for 
a. An adequate input aperture for probe beam scanning 
b. A new port and windows for collecting the scattered 
signal 
c. Flexible optics for the injection and gathering of the 
signals 
d. Support and alignment structures for the optics, 
corrugated wave guide and detection electronics 
e. Project management of the installation effort, 
procurements and vendor contacts 
For a description of the physics design and theory refer to [1]. 
The detection electronics and beam splitting optics were 
designed through a collaboration with UC-Davis [1]. 
II. ALTERATIONS TO THE NSTX VACUUM VESSEL 
There were three major alterations to the NSTX vacuum 
vessel.  New port covers at Bay-H and K were fabricated and a 
large opening in the Neutral Beam armor was created. 
A. Bay-H Port Cover 
Figure 1 shows the new Bay-H Port cover.  Requirements 
for the design included providing large ports for the injection of 
the High-k probe beam, 2 new ports for the FIReTIP 
diagnostic, support for 3 new neutral beam blocking baffles and 
ports for cooling tubes and instrumentation.  An 8” CF flange 
with a 6” water free quartz window and gate valve are used for 
the probe beam entrance.   
Port manufacturing was performed by the Hollis Line 
Machine Company in Nashua, New Hampshire.  
 
Figure 1: The Bay-H port cover provides ports for the High-k Scattering 
and FIReTIP diagnostic on NSTX.  Neutral beam blocking baffles are 
mounted to the inside of the port. 
B. Neutral Beam Armor and Vessel Modifications 
The most challenging engineering came from the opening 
of the Neutral Beam Armor.  Figure 2 shows the aperture that 
was provided for the scanning High-K probe beam and 2 new 
FIReTIP channels.  Figure 2 also illustrates the mid-plane 
neutral beam heating that passes through the new opening.  To 
block the neutral beam, 4 new baffle tiles were installed behind 
the aperture.  The baffles are tangent to the diagnostic sight-
lines but provide complete vessel protection.  Each baffle tile 
was instrumented to monitor neutral beam heating and tubing 
runs through the baffle supports for cooling and vacuum bake-
out conditioning.  ALGOR finite element analysis software was 
used to predict maximum temperatures on the tiles surface.   
The baffle tiles are designed to withstand a “worst case” neutral 
beam fault scenario of 2.8 kW/cm2 for .75 seconds.   
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C. Bay-K Port Cover 
Bay-K is a large “neutral beam” style port cover that was in 
use for the FIReTIP, Fast X-Ray diagnostics, NPA and Lithium 
Pellet Injector.  The port cover was removed from NSTX and 
the lower third was cut open to add the High-k Scattering 
extension.  The port cover was activated when removed and all 
subsequent machining had to be performed under radiological 
controls.  
Figure 3 is a Pro/Engineer CAD model of the High-k 
extension for Bay-K.  The bathtub shaped weldment was 
formed and fabricated by the Hollis Line Machine Company.  
There are ports for supporting the in-vacuum collection mirror 
bushings and actuators.  Five 4 inch diameter water free quartz 
windows are clamped to a flat-machined vertical face of the 
extension on Viton o-rings.  Small ports along the bottom allow 
for the future addition of window shutters. 
All new port covers for NSTX are leak checked with 
Helium to 1E-09 Torr l/s, inspected for weld quality under 
ASME B31.3 and AWS D1.6 and tested for relative magnetic 
permeability using a Severn gage to a 1.2 reading.  316 
Stainless plate was used for Bay-H and Bay-K because the 
permeability from the mil was found to be more reliable.  
III. STEERING AND COLLECTION OPTICS 
17 mirrors were needed to steer and collect the millimeter 
wave probe beam.  The mirrors had to be designed to facilitate 
alignment while operating in the magnetic field and inside the 
vacuum vessel. 
Figure 2:  A 5” aperture was cut in to the mid-plane of the Neutral Beam armor.  Baffles tiles were arranged behind the new opening to prevent the neutral 
beam from hitting the vacuum vessel and Bay-H.  The baffle tiles are arranged to allow a full range of input angles for the High-k Scattering system. 
 
Figure 3: The Bay-K Port Cover Extension houses the 3-
meter collection mirror. 
A. In-Vacuum Mirrors 
Two in-vacuum 2 degree-of-freedom steerable mirrors were 
needed to launch and collect the probe beam.  Figure 4 is a 
composite of sections through Bay-H and Bay-K illustrating 
these mirrors.  The launching mirror is assembled as a cartridge 
on an 8 inch flange that can be plugged in to the Bay-H port 
cover.  It is simultaneously steerable in the toroidal and 
poloidal directions using two heavy-duty linear vacuum feed-
through actuators.  Vespel bushings and washers ensure 
reliable in-vacuum performance.  The scattered signals are 
collected by a large spherical stainless steel mirror inside of 
Bay-K with a 3 meter radius of curvature.  The mirror can be 
steered toroidally between experiments and adjusted poloidally 
from inside the vessel.   
B. External Mirrors and Optics 
The probe beam is focused and steered in to the top of Bay-
H by three 6” mirrors mounted on Newport kinematic mounts 
as shown in Figure 5.  The second mirror has spherical 
curvature for focusing the beam and the third mirror is mounted 
on a linear slide.  The slide provides a third degree of freedom 
to the in-vacuum launching mirror.  With the external sliding 
mirror and the internal 2-DOF mirror, the probe beam can be 
steered from 115 cm major radius to 140 cm at the edge.  
Figure 5 also shows the external collection mirror assembly 
that is hung from the window face of the Bay-K extension.  
There are 12 flat mirrors that fold the scattered signals in to the 
corrugated wave guide.  Kinematic mounts from Newport and 
rotation stages from Velmex provide a flexible alignment 
system.  
C. Beam Mapping and Ray Tracing 
The path of the un-scattered beam from outside Bay-H, 
through the plasma and out through Bay-K was mapped using a 
FARO measuring arm and laser inside the vessel.  Data from 
the spatial calibration was then used to predict how to set the 
mirrors to obtain specific scattered beam paths.  The calibration 
data also helped to identify where the un-scattered beam hits 
the vacuum vessel and other structures.  In the future, beam 
dumps may be placed at these locations to protect the sensitive 
detection electronics. 
Ray-trace simulations of the Gaussian probe beam were 
used to position the mirrors and to determine the position of the 
wave-guide entrances to the mirrors.  The input mirrors and 
each collection channel have a specific free-propagation length 
between the final mirror and the wave guide opening.   
IV. CORRUGATED WAVEGUIDE AND SUPPORTS 
150 feet of wave guide was installed in the NSTX test cell.  
Figure 6 shows how the waveguide was routed around the 
machine.  The .010 and .020 corrugated waveguide and miter 
bends were salvaged from TFTR experiments.   
The probe signal originates from the BWO equipment set 
up outside the test cell.  The waveguide runs through a 
penetration in the NSTX east wall to Bay-H.  A miter-bend 
beam splitter at Bay-H sends a majority of the signal in to Bay-
H with a small percentage split off to the detection electronics 
below Bay-K for mixing.  All of the miter bends along the 
route have flat mirrors to enable laser alignment.  A self-
leveling plumb laser was used to align the long runs of 
corrugated waveguide. 
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Figure 4: In-Vacuum 2 Degree of Freedom steering mirrors were 
installed inside Bay-H and Bay-K.  The Bay-H launching mirror can steer 
the beam from R=140 cm to R=115 cm in the plasma.   Vespel parts are 
used extensively for in-vacuum motion. 
 
  
Figure 6: Corrugated wave guide was routed from outside 
the NSTX test cell East wall around to a beam splitter at 
Bay-H on the South side of the vessel.  Another run of 
wave guide takes the signal from the beam splitter to the 
detection electronics underneath Bay-K on the West side. 
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Figure 5:  External mirrors at Bay-H and Bay-K help to launch and collect the millimeter-wave probe beam signal.  
On top of Bay-H there are three 6” mirrors that direct the signal in through a 6” quartz window.  12 flat mirrors are 
mounted off the side of Bay-K to direct the scattered signal out from Bay-K in to corrugated wave guide. 
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